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Abstract

The performance of existing transformer-based language models in providing state-of-the-art results
on many downstream tasks is well established. However, these models tend to be limited to high-
resource languages or are multilingual in nature. The availability of models dedicated to Arabic
dialects is limited, and even those that exist primarily support dialects written in Arabic script. This
study presents the first BERT models for Moroccan Arabic dialect, also known as Darija, called Dari-
jaBERT, DarijaBERT-arabizi, and DarijaBERT-mix. These models are trained on the largest Arabic
monodialectal corpus, supporting both Arabic and Latin character representations of the Moroccan
dialect. The models’ performance is evaluated and compared to existing multidialectal and multi-
lingual models on four distinct downstream tasks, demonstrating state-of-the-art results. The data
collection methodology and pre-training process are described, and the Moroccan Topic Classifi-
cation Dataset (MTCD) is introduced as the first dataset for topic classification in the Moroccan
Arabic dialect. The pre-trained models and MTCD dataset are available to the scientific community.

Keywords: BERT, Moroccan dialect, Arabic, NLP, Text mining, low resource language

1 Introduction

The utilization of “transformers” [1] and language
models (LMs) in Natural language Processing
(NLP) related scientific literature has experienced
a significant rise in recent years, with a particu-
lar emphasis on the BERT model (Bidirectional
Encoder Representations from Transformers) [2].
However, the widespread use of BERT and similar

models is largely limited to high-resource lan-
guages such as English (BERT), French (Camem-
BERT [3]), Spanish (BETO [4]), and a multilin-
gual BERT model trained on Wikipedia in 104
languages. This is due to the abundance of avail-
able data for these languages, which is not the case
for low-resource languages.

The Arabic language serves as an example
of a low-resource language, as it lacks dedicated
models, particularly for its various dialects. Cur-
rently, only three monodialectal BERT models
are available for Arabic, namely SudaBERT [5],
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2 DarijaBERT: A Step Forward in NLP for the Written Moroccan Dialect

TunBERT [6], and DziriBERT [7]. The remain-
ing models are either multidialectal or exclusively
dedicated to Modern Standard Arabic (MSA),
which differs substantially from dialectal Ara-
bic (DA). An examination of the available LMs
reveals a near absence of representation for the
Moroccan dialect, thereby limiting the options to
only multilingual or multidialectal models.

The existing multilingual models are highly
limited in scope, as they do not concentrate on
Arabic, let alone dialects. The majority of these
models are primarily trained on MSA, which
exhibits substantial disparities in morphological,
syntactic, and other linguistic aspects compared
to the Moroccan dialect [8]. Meanwhile, multidi-
alectal models lack the specificity to accurately
represent the Moroccan dialect and often result in
the loss of dialect-specific features. Additionally,
there is no guarantee of a satisfactory represen-
tation of dialectal vocabulary as Arabic dialects
exhibit substantial differences from one another.

In Morocco, MSA is the language utilized in
official domains and taught in schools, whereas
Darija, a mixture of MSA, Amazigh, French, and
Spanish, is the vernacular language widely spo-
ken in everyday life. Darija, previously only an
oral language, has recently gained a written form
through the proliferation of social networks and
increased access to technology. However, due to
its recent emergence in written form, Darija lacks
standardization in its written format and has no
established grammatical or syntactic rules.

Therefore, the implementation of NLP appli-
cations utilizing text written in the Moroccan
dialect requires a specialized BERT model.
This paper presents three BERT models specif-
ically developed for the dialect: DarijaBERT,
DarijaBERT-arabizi, and DarijaBERT-mix,
marking the initial implementation of BERT
models exclusively dedicated to Darija, regard-
less of its written form in either Arabic or Latin
script. The paper also showcases a benchmark
of existing datasets containing Darija texts and
introduces the first dataset specifically designed
for topic classification in this dialect.

The contributions of this paper are:

• Development of DarijaBERT, the first Moroc-
can dialect transformer language model, with
three different variants:

– DarijaBERT: Trained on Moroccan dialect
written in Arabic letters

– DarijaBERT-arabizi: Trained on Moroccan
dialect written in Latin letters

– DarijaBERT-mix: Trained on a larger dataset
including both Arabic and Latin letters

• Introduction and release of MTCD, the first
annotated dataset for Moroccan Arabic topic
classification

• Fine-tuning and application of the models to:

– Dialect identification
– Sentiment analysis
– Sarcasm automatic detection
– Topic classification

• Release of DarijaBERT models on Github and
Huggingface Hub.

The paper is organized in the following
sections: Section 2 offers an overview of related
work, Section 3 describes the approach used for
data collection and models pre-training, Section 4
presents the evaluation process, Sections 5 and 6
present and discuss the results, and the work is
finally summarized in Section 7.

2 Related work

Arabic is a language that exhibits diglossia, with
MSA being used in official settings such as com-
munication, newspapers, and education, while the
dialects are prevalent in everyday life and social
media. The development of NLP systems specif-
ically designed for Arabic dialects is challeng-
ing due to the limited amount of data available
and the complex syntax and morphology of the
dialects. While the first BERT model was pub-
lished in 2018, it was not until 2020 that the
first MSA-specific models, such as AraBERT [9]
and ArabicBERT [10], were introduced. The first
dialect-specific models were only published in
2021, three years after the release of the original
BERT model.

AraBERT was the first model specifically
designed for MSA, trained on a 23 GB text cor-
pus consisting of approximately 3 billion words. It
served as the reference model for MSA until the
publication of ARBERT [11], a subsequent MSA-
specific model that was trained on a larger corpus
of 61 GB (6.5 billion tokens) and achieved state-of-
the-art results on downstream MSA-related tasks.
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The authors of ARBERT went on to propose
a multidialectal model, called MARBERT [11],
trained on a corpus of 128 GB (15.6 billion tokens)
containing texts from multiple Arabic dialects.
Despite the availability of multilingual models,
such as mBERT and XLM-RoBERTa [12], for
other languages, the shortage of monodialectal
models for Arabic remains a significant issue.

SudaBERT, TunBERT, and DziriBERT are
the only existing models in this sense for Sudan,
Tunisia, and Algeria, respectively, among the 22
Arab countries. These models were trained on
various sources of text data, including 7 million
sequences from Twitter and Telegram public chan-
nels for SudaBERT, 500 thousand Tunisian social
media comments for TunBERT, and 1 million
tweets for DziriBERT. Currently, there is a lack
of a dedicated model for the Moroccan dialect.
The use of a multidialectal model such as MAR-
BERT presents two significant limitations. Firstly,
the support for multiple dialects results in reduced
coverage of dialect-specific features and vocabu-
lary. Secondly, the representation of the Moroccan
dialect in the MARBERT dataset is expected to
be inadequate, given that Twitter is more widely
used in Gulf countries than in Morocco. Addi-
tionally, CAMeLBERT [13] offers three different
models for MSA, dialectal, or classical Arabic,
while Qarib [14] is another model that is based on
both MSA and multidialectal corpora.

It is noteworthy to mention that, with the
exception of DziriBERT which includes some text
written in Latin characters (the proportion of
which is unknown), all other models only recog-
nize dialects written in Arabic characters. This
represents a disadvantage of these models, as they
overlook an important form of the Arabic dialect
commonly used on social networks, referred to as
Arabizi.

3 Methodology

3.1 Data collection

The availability of resources such as Wikipedia
and news articles for training BERTmodels is crit-
ical for high-resource languages such as English.
However, this is not the case for low-resource lan-
guages like Darija. Moreover, it is important to
take into account the different situations and con-
texts in which dialects are used compared to MSA

when collecting data in Darija. This requires a
careful consideration of the diversity and repre-
sentativeness of the texts, while ensuring that a
sufficient amount of data is collected to effectively
train the models.

The written form of the Moroccan dialect is
predominantly found on social media and the
internet and can be written in either Arabic or
Latin characters (referred to as Arabizi in the lat-
ter case, see Section 3.4.2). Hence, three sources
were selected for this purpose: YouTube, Twitter,
and “9essas”, a website specializing in stories writ-
ten in Darija. Subsequently, a collection method
that is specific to each of these sources was
adapted.

For the 9essas website, it was a simple
scrapping of the various stories available on the
website since they are entirely written in Darija.
The scraped text was divided into homogeneous
sentences and through experimentation, it was
established that sentence sequences of approx-
imately 40 words were optimal. This process
resulted in the formation of a dataset, referred to
as “Stories” which consisted of approximately one
million sequences.

For YouTube, comments were scraped from
the most popular videos in Morocco as identified
through Social Blade1 and HypeAuditor2. A total
of 46,106,073 comments were collected from 40
different channels. Channels featuring primarily
music, religious content, or non-Moroccan content
were excluded due to the predominantly song-
related or mixed language nature of the comments
in these channels. Subsequently, since comments
were mixed with MSA, French, English, and other
languages, comments written primarily in Latin
characters were filtered out. Constructing the final
YouTube dataset was a two-step process. In the
first step, a logistic regression classification model
was developed using a dataset of 560,000 Dar-
ija comments randomly selected from Moroccan
channels and 560,000 MSA sequences from the
Sabanews dataset [15], this model was 70% accu-
rate. A self-learning method was then employed to
iteratively apply this model to the data, retaining
only those sequences with a prediction probabil-
ity of at least 90%. This method resulted in the
retrieval of 4 million comments in Darija. For

1https://socialblade.com/
2https://hypeauditor.com/
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the remaining comments, with a probability lower
than 90%, rule-based learning was applied using
a list of 350 keywords from the most frequently
used non-MSA words in the Stories dataset. This
resulted in the retrieval of an additional 2 million
comments. In the second step, these comments,
along with Stories and Twitter data, were used
to train DarijaBERT. This model was then used
to filter the remaining comments with an 80%
threshold, yielding a total of 9.5 million YouTube
comments in Darija written in Arabic letters.

The process of filtering comments written in
Latin characters was distinct from that of com-
ments written in Arabic script. In addition to
Arabizi (Darija written in Latin letters), com-
ments written in French were commonly included
in this subset. To extract Arabizi comments,
the LangDetect Python library was utilized to
remove comments identified as French. The result-
ing dataset, referred to as Arabizi, consisted of 4.6
million comments.

For Twitter, the list of keywords from the
Stories dataset was narrowed down to generate a
list of 31 words in Moroccan dialect (referred to
in the Appendix A). To ensure that the keywords
were specific to the Moroccan dialect, common
words between the Moroccan dialect and the Alge-
rian dialect, which is the closest dialect to Darija,
were excluded. By using this methodology, tweets
written in Darija were directly retrieved, avoiding
the filtering process applied to YouTube videos. As
a result, a corpus of 3 million tweets was collected.

3.2 Data preprocessing

The preprocessing steps applied to the sequences
aimed to preserve their similarity to the origi-
nal sequences while ensuring data standardization.
Specifically, the Arabizi dataset underwent the
following modifications: repeated characters were
consolidated into a single instance, hashtags, user
mentions, and URLs were replaced with the tokens
“HASHTAG”, “USER”, and “URL”, respectively.
Only sequences with at least three Latin words
were retained and all Latin words were con-
verted to lowercase. A similar methodology was
applied to the dataset containing Arabic letters,
with the exception that only sequences containing
a minimum of two Arabic words were retained,
and the Tatweel character (letter elongation) and
diacritics were removed (as illustrated in Table

1). Although sequences may contain non-Arabic
words, they were maintained in order to preserve
the overall meaning of the sequences. Efforts to
train a model using a dataset that excluded non-
Arabic words resulted in suboptimal performance
and were thus discarded.

3.3 Pre-training setup

The three models utilized the same architecture,
which was based on the BERT-base architec-
ture [2]. The architecture consisted of 12 encoder
blocks, 768 hidden units, and 12 attention heads.
Whole-word masking was applied during the
training process with a replacement probability of
15%. Tokens selected for replacement were sub-
stituted with the [MASK] token in 80% of cases,
a random token in 10% of cases, and the origi-
nal token in the remaining 10%. The batch size
was set to 512, and the maximum sequence length
was fixed at 128. It is worth noting that only
the Masked Language Modeling (MLM) task was
used and the Next Sentence Prediction (NSP) task
was omitted as the majority of the sequences were
independent, and the model’s performance was
not significantly impacted by this task [16].

A WordPiece tokenizer [17] was utilized to
generate 80k, 110k, and 160k tokens for Dari-
jaBERT, DarijaBERT-arabizi, and DarijaBERT-
mix, respectively. The models were trained using
Google’s Tensorflow Research Cloud (TRC3) TPU
v3.8 with the aid of the HuggingFace trainer. The
learning rate for all models is set to 1e−4.

3.4 Models

3.4.1 DarijaBERT

The first model developed was DarijaBERT,
which was trained specifically on sequences com-
posed of Arabic letters. The training dataset for
this model was created by using a sample of 1
million tweets and 1 million YouTube comments
obtained during the initial filtering step (Section
3.1), along with all sequences from the Stories
dataset. This resulted in a dataset consisting of
3 million sequences with a total size of 691 MB
(as depicted in Fig. 1). A WordPiece tokenizer
was trained on the dataset to generate an 80k-
token vocabulary. The training process took 49

3https://sites.research.google/trc/about/
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Table 1 Examples of preprocessing steps

Raw text Preprocessed text

	àððñ 	®Ë���J
�JË @ AJ
Ë A ��Ó 	àñ 	®ÊJ
�JË @ AJ
Ë A ��Ó
�H�����K
�

�	Kø
 ðY
	KA¿ XA« �Iº�	� Yg@ð ú
æ

�� AJ
Ë A
�̄ AÓ�

�
Ë�» A 	K


@ �I��J
 	K ø
 ðY

	KA¿ XA« �Iº�	� Yg@ð ú
æ
�� AJ
Ë A

�̄ AÒÊ¿ A 	K

@

hours to complete over 234,800 steps or 40 epochs
and resulted in a model with 147 million param-
eters. The model is publicly available on the
HuggingFace models’ hub4.

3.4.2 DarijaBERT-arabizi

Arabizi [18–20], also known as Latinized Ara-
bic [21, 22] or Arabic chat Alphabet [23, 24], is a
form of writing Arabic that uses Latin letters and
Arabic numbers. It emerged in the early 1990s as
a means of communication among young people
in Arab countries who were using new technology
that did not support the Arabic alphabet. Latin
scripts were used as a solution due to the similarity
in pronunciation between some Arabic and Latin
characters, along with the use of Arabic digits that
resemble specific Arabic characters. This mode of
communication is still prevalent today, particu-
larly on social networks. Table 2 contains a few
samples of Arabizi sentences and their equivalents
in Arabic letters along with English translation.
Therefore, the Arabizi dataset, which comprises
of 5 million Darija sequences written in Latin let-
ters (287 MB), was used to create a specific model
called DarijaBERT-arabizi (see Fig. 2). Initially,
the model was trained using a vocabulary of 80k
tokens; however, the results of mask filling tests
were not satisfactory. The model was unable to
predict the tokens that give meaning to the test
sentences, as confirmed by experiments conducted
by two native speakers of Darija. This could be
due to the various styles of writing that the same
word can take in Arabizi, as shown in Table 3.
Therefore, the vocabulary size was expanded to
110k and satisfactory results were obtained. The
model was trained for 60 hours, 364,280 steps
equivalent to 40 epochs. The model has 170 mil-
lion parameters in total and is publicly available
on the HuggingFace models’ hub5.

4https://huggingface.co/SI2M-Lab/DarijaBERT
5https://huggingface.co/SI2M-Lab/DarijaBERT-arabizi

3.4.3 DarijaBERT-mix

In order to develop a model that supports
both styles of writing (Arabic and Arabizi),
DarijaBERT-mix was created. The model was
trained on a total of approximately 14 million
sequences including 9.5 million sequences in Ara-
bic letters and 4.6 million in Arabizi (Arabizi
dataset).

Table 3 Examples of different spellings in Arabizi
Darija

Arabizi spellings
- Tlfaza, Tilifizioune, telfaza, tlfaza
- Geltha lik, goltha lek, gltha lk

MSA
- 	PA 	®Ê�JË @
-½Ë Aî �DÊ�̄

English translation
- Television
- I told you

The 9.5 million sequences were obtained by
using DarijaBERT instead of logistic regression
to filter out the Youtube comments not used for
DarijaBERT (see Fig. 2). The DarijaBERT model
trained on a smaller volume of data (containing
the initial 3 million sequences) was used to pro-
duce higher quality data for training DarijaBERT-
mix. This model is based on a vocabulary of
160k tokens and was trained for approximately
96 hours for 510,000 steps or about 10 epochs.
The number of parameters in this model is 209
million. DarijaBERT-mix is also available on the
HuggingFace models’ hub6.

4 Evaluation

DarijaBERT was fine-tuned on four downstream
tasks: Dialect Identification (DI), Sentiment Anal-
ysis (SA), Sarcasm Automatic Detection (SAD),

6https://huggingface.co/SI2M-Lab/DarijaBERT-mix
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DarijaBert

Training

 1M tweets
sample

 
3M

sequences

  9essas

Stories
Split

1M sequences
Stories
Dataset

Stories
Keywords

YouTube

 
46M

comments

Logistic Regression
Filter

2M
comments

4M
comments

    1M comments 
   sample 

Twitter

 
3M 

Tweets

 Filter

 Rule Based 
Filter

DarijaBERT  
training dataset

Fig. 1 Data collection process for DarijaBERT training dataset

Table 2 Examples of Arabizi sequences

Moroccan dialect Arabizi English translation

hA 	®�JË @ �IK
P� ��ð
��ñ�ÊËhPAJ. Ë @ �IK
� ���Ó

Mchit lbare7 lssou9
w chrit ttffa7

I went to the market
yesterday and
bought some apples

�é�� 	J��K
ð 	P �é��J. ��ª��Ë AJ
Ë @Qå�� @�K. @ �K.
Baba chra lia
lo3ba zwina

My father
bought me a nice toy

H. X

@�Ó YËñË@ ¼@X�ë 8adak lweld m2ddeb This boy is well educated

and Topic Classification (TC). The latter was
achieved using the MTCD dataset (see Section
4.3). The results were compared to those of six
additional models that support Arabic either fully
or partially, as shown in Table 4.

The pre-existing models, apart from
CAMeLBERT-DA, which was exclusively trained
on Arabic dialects, have undergone training on
a multi-lingual corpus, including MSA and DA
as seen in XLM-RoBERTa and mBERT, or have
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  9essas

3M Tweets

46M comments

1M Sequences

DarijaBERT 
Filter

LangDetect  
Filter 

4.6M Arabizi
comments

Arabizi 
Dataset

DarijaBert_arabizi

Training

5.5M 
comments

DarijaBert_mix

Training

Fig. 2 DarijaBERT-arabizi and DarijaBERT-mix datasets creation process

Table 4 BERT models comparison

Model
Arabic
composition

Vocabulary
size (ar/all)

# Tokens
(ar/all)

Data Size #Params #Steps

XLM-RoBERTa-Base [12]
Partially
(MSA+DA)

14K/250K 2.9B/295B 2.5TB 278M -

mBERT-uncased [2]
Partially
(MSA)

5K/110K 153M/1.5B - 167M -

AraBERTv0.2 [9]
Fully
(MSA)

60K/64K 2.5B/2.5B 77GB 136M 3M

CAMeLBERT-DA [13]
Fully
(DA)

30K/30K 5.8B/5.8B 54GB 109M 1M

Qarib [14]
Fully
(MSA+DA)

64K/64K 14B/14B - 135M 10M

MarBERT [11]
Fully
(MSA+DA)

100K/100K 15.6B/15.6B 128GB 163M 17M

DarijaBERT
Fully
(DA)

80K/80K 100M/100M 691MB 147M 235K

DarijaBERT-mix
Fully
(DA)

160K/160K - 1.7GB 209M 510K

been fully trained on MSA alone, as demon-
strated in the case of AraBERT. Furthermore,
some models, such as MarBERT and Qarib, have
undergone training on a combination of MSA and
DA. The size of the vocabulary was found to be
correlated with the number of parameters in the
model. This relationship was observed to be lin-
ear, with the number of parameters ranging from
109 million for CAMeLBERT-DA to 163 million

for MarBERT, corresponding to vocabulary sizes
of 30,000 and 100,000 tokens respectively (as
shown in Fig. 3a). Among the models, MarBERT
used the largest dataset of 128 GB, while Dar-
ijaBERT used the smallest dataset of 691 MB.
The remaining models used datasets larger than
50 GB (as shown in Fig. 3b).

The Moroccan dialect is almost non-existent
in terms of gold standard datasets and existing
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30000

60000 60000

80000

100000

109

135 136
147

163

CAMeL-DA Qarib AraBERT v0.2 DarijaBERT MarBERT

Vocabulary size Number of parameters

(a) Vocabulary size and number of parameters

691 MB

54 GB

77 GB

128 GB

DarijaBERT CAMeL-DA AraBERT v0.2 MarBERT

(b) Data size

Fig. 3 Comparison of Arabic BERT models statis-
tics

datasets offer only a small proportion of Darija
compared to other dialects. Additionally, those
datasets are not always publicly available. In order
to evaluate the models on downstream tasks, a list
of available datasets that incorporate Darija was
compiled and presented in Table 5.

In order to accurately evaluate models on
downstream tasks with regards to the Moroccan
dialect, only publicly available datasets that con-
tain a substantial proportion of Darija-labeled
sequences were selected. Datasets with a high
number of sequences inaccurately labeled as Dar-
ija or those with an excessive amount of Modern
Standard Arabic were not considered. Addition-
ally, a translation of the Bible into the Moroccan
dialect was excluded due to its strong religious
bias and the potential lack of text diversity and
generalizability. Based on these criteria, MADAR,
MSTD, and MSDA were selected as the evalua-
tion datasets, as they are publicly accessible and
provide a substantial number of Darija-labeled
sequences.

In the evaluation process, cross-validation was
applied, with three folds for the larger datasets
(MADAR and MTCD) and five folds for the
smaller datasets (MSTD and MSDA). To address

the issue of unbalanced distributions, a stratified
approach was implemented. During all experi-
ments, the default parameters of the Transformers
library trainer class were utilized and the number
of epochs was set to 1. In line with previous stud-
ies [2], the [CLS] token of the last hidden layer
was used as the representation of the sequences,
followed by the integration of a linear layer for
classification purposes. The evaluations were per-
formed using an NVIDIA P100 GPU, except for
the Sentiment Analysis (SA) and Sentiment Anal-
ysis in Arabic (SAR) tasks, which were conducted
using an NVIDIA T4 GPU.

4.1 Dialect identification

This task was conducted on two datasets:

• MSDA dialect detection dataset [42]:
approximately 50k social media posts in differ-
ent Arabic dialects. We transformed it into a
binary dataset, i.e., Moroccan dialect vs. other
dialects.

• MADAR [26]: approximately 111k sequences
in 25 Arabic dialects. The dataset was trans-
formed into a binary format, with one class
representing the Moroccan dialect and the other
class representing all other dialects.

As shown in Table 6, both datasets are unbal-
anced with 16% and 13% of Darija sequences,
respectively.

Table 6 MSDA and MADAR datasets content
description

MSDA MADAR

Darija 7,169 13,871
Other 38,351 97,035
Total 45,520 110,906

4.2 Sentiment analysis and sarcasm

automatic detection

The task of detecting the sentiment polarity and
the presence of sarcasm in texts written in the
Moroccan dialect was performed by fine-tuning
the model and making predictions on the MSTD
(Moroccan Sentiment Twitter Dataset) [36]. This
dataset consists of 12k tweets, which are labeled
as Negative, Objective, Positive, or Sarcastic. To
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Table 5 Arabic datasets benchmark

Dataseta/Author
name

Content Public
#Moroccan dialect
sequences/tokens

ArSarcasm [25] 10,547 tweets in Egyptian, Gulf, Levantine, and Maghrebi. Yes Unknown
MADAR [26] 265K sentences in 25 Arab cities dialects Yes 20k sequences
NADI [27] 30,957 Tweets from 21 Arab countries Yes 1.5k sequences
QADI [28] 540k tweets from 18 Arab countries Yes 13k sequences
Arap-tweet [29] 2.4M multidialectal tweets from 16 countries No Unknown

Al-Shargi et al. [30]
96.5K words Morphologically Annotated Corpus
for Moroccan and Sanaani Yemeni Arabic

No 64k words

Darwish et al. [31] Bible translated in Darija Yes Unknown
Samih et al. [32] 223k tokens from Darija and MSA blog posts No 76k tokens
Voss et al. [33] corpus of tweets of Moroccan dialect written in Roman script No Unknown
Laoudi et al. [34] 1836 Hespress news website comments No 1.8k sequences
Maghfour et al. [35] 10k Facebook comments labeled for sentiment analysis No 3.5k sequences
MSTD [36] 12k Darija tweets Yes 12k sequences

Refaee et al. [37]
8,868 Multidialectal twitter corpus annotated
for subjectivity and sentiment analysis

Yes Unknown

MSAC [38] 2000 tweets/comments for sentiment analysis Yes 2k sequences
el2017sentiment et al. [39] 700 Tweets geolocated in Morocco No Unknown
Habbat et al. [40] 25 146 Moroccan tweets No Unknown
TEAD [41] 6 million Arabic tweets in Maghrebi, Egypt,Gulf ,Levantine Yes Unknown

MSDA [42]
+50K Tweets in 5 dialects:
Algeria, Egypt, Lebanon, Tunisia and Morocco.

Yes 10k sequences

a Available datasets at the time of writing this paper
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facilitate the analysis, two data subsets were cre-
ated, one with sentiment labels and the other with
a binary label for sarcasm (refer to Tables 7 and
8 for the content description).

Table 7 MSTD dataset sentiment labels distribu-
tion

Label No. of sequences

Negative 2,667
Objective 6,220
Positive 732
Total 9,619

Table 8 MSTD dataset sarcasm labels distribu-
tion

Label No. of sequences

Sarcastic 2,176
Non sarcastic 9,619
Total 10,895

4.3 Topic classification

Initially, an attempt was made to classify topics
using the MSDA dataset, however, the result-
ing dataset was insufficiently small. Hence, a new
dataset was created specifically for topic classifi-
cation in the Moroccan dialect and was named the
Moroccan Topic Classification Dataset (MTCD).
This dataset is the first of its kind for the Moroc-
can dialect and has been made open source7

to encourage further research in this area. The
MTCD was generated by collecting comments
from four Moroccan YouTube channels covering
topics such as Gaming, Cooking, Sports, and
General. Due to a shortage of comments from
the Sports channel, comments from two popular
Moroccan soccer teams Facebook pages (Raja and
Wydad) were also incorporated. The DarijaBERT
model was utilized to filter comments written in
the Moroccan dialect, resulting in a total of 64k
comments, as indicated in Table 9.

7https://github.com/AIOXLABS/DBert

Table 9 MTCD dataset content description

Topic No. of comments

Gaming 14,000
Cooking 10,000
Sports 20,000
General 20,000
Total 64,000

5 Results

The results of the evaluation of DarijaBERT for
each of the downstream tasks are presented and
analyzed in this section. The performance of Dar-
ijaBERT is compared to the six models specified
in Table 4. The comparison is not performed with
DarijaBERT-arabizi as the evaluation datasets
do not include Arabizi, and the models being
compared only support text written in the Ara-
bic script. The findings are reported in terms of
accuracy and the appropriate F1 score for the
respective downstream task. The highest scores for
each metric are emphasized in bold.

5.1 Dialect identification

The results indicate that the DarijaBERT model
displays superior performance in terms of accuracy
and F1Darija scores when applied to the MSDA
and MADAR datasets, as shown in Table 10.
For the F1Darija score, DarijaBERT-mix outper-
forms DarijaBERT by 1.09 points for MSDA and
by 0.39 points for MADAR. Following the Dari-
jaBERT models, MarBERT achieves the highest
scores, behind DarijaBERT-mix by 1.75 and 7.44
points for MSDA and MADAR, respectively. The
other models show similar results for MADAR,
while for MSDA the Arabic language models
have an advantage over the multilingual models.
Regarding F1Darija, DarijaBERT-mix performs
on average 9.6 points better than all other mod-
els (excluding DarijaBERT) and 7 points better
than the Arabic language models (excluding Dar-
ijaBERT).
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Table 10 Dialect identification results

Model
MSDA MADAR

Acc. F1Darija Acc. F1Darija

XLM-RoBERTa-base 87.55 53.07 93.40 76.07
mBERT 89.07 59.37 93.83 77.74
AraBERT 90.90 67.49 93.44 77.57
CAMeLBERT-DA 91.31 70.10 93.59 78.86
Qarib 91.49 71.38 92.53 77.43
MarBERT 92.90 76.25 92.62 77.70
DarijaBERT 93.07 76.91 95.81 84.75
DarijaBERT-mix 93.43 78.00 95.93 85.14

5.2 Sentiment analysis and sarcasm

automatic detection

Table 11 summarizes the sentiment analysis accu-
racy and F1PN scores (positive and negative
labels), as well as the accuracy and F1Sar scores
(for sarcastic label).

Table 11 Sentiment analysis and sarcasm auto-
matic detection results

Model
SA SAD

Acc. F1PN Acc. F1Sar

XLM-RoBERTa-base 67.05 21.80 81.55 0
mBERT 67.10 17.33 81.87 18.01
AraBERT 69.90 31.50 82.37 27.42
CAMeLBERT-DA 72.31 45.75 82.61 31.82
Qarib 73.96 47.60 82.60 33.10
MarBERT 73.95 50.82 82.61 35.96

DarijaBERT 74.78 50.85 82.80 33.17
DarijaBERT-mix 71.50 26.20 81.90 11.80

Lower scores than the DI downstream scores
were reported, which can be attributed to the com-
plexity of downstream tasks related to emotion
analysis. Additionally, the F1 scores for sarcasm
detection were observed to be lower in comparison
to sentiment analysis. It also turns out that mod-
els trained on Arabic dialects perform better than
other models. Specifically, AraBERT trained on
MSA shows lower scores than models supporting
DA (CAMeLBERT-DA, Qarib, MarBERT, and
DarijaBERT). DarijaBERT is the best-performing
model in terms of F1PN for SA, outperforming
Arabic models by 6.9 points on average. In terms
of sarcasm detection, the accuracy scores are high
and comparable to each other, as the dataset is
highly unbalanced. On the other hand, except for
the multilingual models and AraBERT, the scores

at the F1Sar level are relatively similar, with
MarBERT outperforming the other models by an
average of 4.6 points, just ahead of DarijaBERT.
DarijaBERT-mix, on the other hand, clearly fails
in the emotion analysis tasks, despite its success
in dialect identification. Indeed, it slightly outper-
forms the multilingual models for SA and has the
second-lowest SAR score.

5.3 Topic classification

The accuracy and macro F1 scores of the differ-
ent models are shown in Table 12. Multilingual
models achieve relatively higher scores than the
other downstream tasks. On one hand, mBERT
even outperforms AraBERT by 0.6 points in terms
of F1macro. On the other hand, AraBERT is in
the second-last position, exceeding only XLM-
RoBERTa. DarijaBERT models are more effec-
tive than all the other models in both metrics.
Indeed DarijaBERT-mix exceeds MarBERT by
1.64 points and is on average 4.8 points better
than the rest of the models (excluding Dari-
jaBERT).

Table 12 Topic classification results

Model
MTCD

Acc. F1macro

XLM-RoBERTa-base 82.61 82.78
mBERT 84.38 84.48
AraBERT 83.67 83.92
CAMeLBERT-DA 87.18 87.37
Qarib 88.52 88.68
MarBERT 89.10 89.26
DarijaBERT 90.52 90.77
DarijaBERT-mix 90.60 90.90

6 Discussion

It is demonstrated by DarijaBERT that a monodi-
alectal model can achieve superior performance
compared to multilingual or multidialectal models
with less data. This is evidenced by MarBERT’s
training dataset being approximately 190 times
larger than DarijaBERT’s. Despite this, better
results are obtained for Moroccan dialect identifi-
cation, sentiment analysis, and topic classification.
Additionally, results for automatic sarcasm detec-
tion are ranked second, despite the complexity of
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these two tasks. Contrary to expectations, more
data for DarijaBERT-mix does not produce better
results than DarijaBERT on SA and SAD tasks.
We hypothesize, that the reason is the balance
and diversity of the data utilized for DarijaBERT,
obtained by combining three different sources with
equal shares of sequences.

The vocabulary size is also an essential param-
eter for the model’s performance. When compared
to models for the Arabic language, DarijaBERT
uses 80k tokens for training, which is only sur-
passed by MarBERT’s 100k tokens. However, tests
were conducted with higher and smaller vocab-
ulary sizes (60k, 120k, and 160k) with no sub-
stantial improvement in performance observed. It
is concluded that a bigger vocabulary size does
not always imply higher performance, thus it is
necessary to determine the optimal value for this
parameter. It is also important to note that the
lack of dedicated datasets for Arabizi Darija is
a barrier to developing effective systems. Fur-
thermore, as shown by the large vocabulary size
utilized for DarijaBERT-arabizi (110k), it will be
appropriate to focus on Arabizi preprocessing.
Indeed, the numerous forms that the same word
can take have an impact on the model’s training
and necessitate a higher vocabulary size; Arabizi
models could be improved by ensuring uniformity
of writing.

7 Conclusion

This paper introduces the first BERT models
specific to the Moroccan Arabic dialect known as
Darija. Models for both types of written Darija
are open-sourced, including DarijaBERT for text
written in Arabic letters, DarijaBERT-arabizi for
text written in Latin letters, and DarijaBERT-
mix, which is trained on both types of characters.
These models outperformed other multidialec-
tal models (trained on about 190 times bigger
corpus) in Moroccan dialect identification, senti-
ment analysis, and topic classification tasks. As
a result, researchers will be able to create novel
processing systems for the Moroccan dialect. Fur-
thermore, MTCD (Moroccan Topic Classification
Dataset) is made publically available, which is the
first dataset for Darija topic classification repre-
senting four topic classes. It is planed to extend
the evaluations to other downstream tasks, create
Arabizi-specific datasets and improve the models

through text preprocessing.
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Appendix A List of Darija
keywords

, 	àAK
 	QÓ , ú
¾J.
�J» , �é 	JK
ð 	P , ½j 	�J
» , 	¬ñ ����A¿

, ðYK
 	Q�
» , A 	g@ð , 	¬ñ ����» , 	¬ñ ���
» , ú
æ
��» @X

, qÊ¾Ó , �é�J
ÃñJ. �K ,
�é 	kCm.Ì'@ , ÈAK
X , AK. @X

, ø
 ðYK
A¿ , ��J
K. Q
	m��' , �éJ
J.ëC �� , ��ðA�®J. 	JÓ , �éÓñ ��k

, èñ¢ 	®J
��
 , èñ¢ 	®J
��
 , ø
 ðY
	KA¿ , ��ñëQK.

, �é��® 	®Ë @ , 	á�
 	K AK
 	QÓ , ��	�K
A¾Ó , �éK
Qå�AÒ�Ë@
ø
 P@PYË@ ,

�é 	K AÒJ
� , 	á�
 	JK
ð 	P
English translation you see, he’s laughing,

beautiful, she’s crying/you’re crying, well, that,
he’s watching, she’s watching/you’re watching,
okay, they’re adding , now, of, disgusting person,
beauty, stupid, shame, we don’t stay anymore/we
won’t continue to, thugs, gibberish, he speaks, lit-
tle kid, I speak, they send him, they send him,
the commercial intermediaries, there is no, good,
frustration, beautiful, a week, the children/the
boys
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